RESPECT TIMES THREE

Who couldn’t leave the Karnea in Kansas City encouraged and inspired…about being a Delt and our future.

For new readers of The Encourager let me share it’s intent: to help our undergraduate house managers, Housing Corporations, and Advisors maintain our physical plants and the decorum in our chapters.

**Respect #1:** for our new pledges. Brian, the pledge trainer from the North Colorado University Delt Chapter said that treating all new pledges with total respect and friendship from the first day school starts can really help brotherhood. The pledge is told his glass is empty in Delt knowledge and with the help of upperclassmen, it will be filled via pledge education to meet the requirements of initiation. This chapter got my attention because of two Hugh Shields awards plus the rapport I felt with these brothers. Those hung-up on old ways; consider a paradigm shift this year….it really works.

**Respect #2:** for our body’s (physical). Health choices we make today will determine the health we enjoy ten years from now.

Lack of sleep, binge drinking, etc., is a symptom of not respecting ourselves. Look at the possibility of equal respect of those who don’t drink at all…their parents and your parents will be pleased.

**Respect #3:** for our shelters. Many a Delt was inspired by John Nichol’s contribution to the Leadership Academy.

Undergraduates, you can inspire your Advisors, House Corporation members and Alumni by putting quality efforts into your daily work and all house clean-ups…some of us are a bit weary and need a lift by seeing our chapter houses respected and well cared for.

It’s a win-win. We hear about integrity and work ethics; you desire jobs without supervision. What about using your daily work as a test bed for your future work experience??？ Everybody wins...

House Corporation members establish rapport with undergraduates by regular visits to your shelters. Visits are also important in monitoring these valuable properties.

The vacuum of choice is still the Sharp, 12 amp upright. It takes “a lickin’ and keeps on tickin’”…price about $200.00.
Those who say they can and those who say they can’t are both right.

Best wishes for the 1998-1999 school year.

**A clean ship is a happy ship!!**

Fraternally,

Denny Brawford  
Western Pacific Division President  
Housing Commission

P.S. Please make copies and tape to the back of the stall doors in the bathrooms to get the most readership. Thanks.